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DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON HOMOGENEOUS
SPACES II : RELATIVE ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS
BY

WALTER BORHO and JEAN-LUC BRYLINSKI (*)(**)

RESUME. — Cet article introduit Ie concept d^algebre enveloppante relative
et 1'applique a 1'analyse de 1'induction d'ideaux bilateres d'algebres enveloppantes
d'algebres de Lie. Si H est un groupe algebrique et X —- Y une fibration principale de groupe H , 1'algebre enveloppante relative est un faisceau d'algebres U sur V,
qui consiste en les operateurs differentiels -^-invariants sur X. Si la fibration est triviale, U s'identifie au produit tensoriel de 1'algebre enveloppante U{\}} et du faisceau 'Dy
des operateurs differentiels sur Y (ou f) est 1'algebre de Lie de H). Pour tout ideal J
de H ( ^ ) ) , on construit un faisceau d'ideaux J de U, qui coincide avec Vy ^> J dans
une trivialisation locale. Pour J de codimension un, Ie faisceau U/ J repond au nom
d'operateurs differentiels tordus [BeBe].
On etudie de pres la fibration principale G —^ G / H , ou G est un groupe algebrique
et ou H est un sous-groupe de G. Soit 0 = Lie(G'). On montre que Ie noyau de
1'homomorphisme de U(^) vers U / J est 1'ideal I induit de J ' . Notre resultat principal
(THEOREME 2) donne la relation precise entre les varietes asociees de J (dans ()*) et
de I (dans g*). Ceci generalise des resultats de [BB I] et [BB III]..
D'un point de vue geometrique, on explique la relation de nos constructions avec
des travaux de V. GINSBURG et de B. KOSTANT sur les fibres cotangents tordus et les
polarisations. L'article se conclut par des applications aux nappes de Dixmier et a une
conjecture de GELFAND et KIRILLOV.
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ABSTRACT. — Our main object here is to analyse the process of induction of
(two-sided) ideals in enveloping algebras, in particular the behaviour of their associated
varieties, by means of the new concept of relative enveloping algebras. For any algebraic
group H , and any jFf-principal fibration X —>• V, we define the relative enveloping
algebra as the sheaf of algebras U on Y made up by all ^-invariant differential
operators on X. If the principal fibration is trivial, then U identifies with the enveloping
algebra U[\}) of the Lie algebra () of H , tensored by the sheaf Dy of differential
operators on the base Y. One of our main constructions is the following. For an ideal J
of ?/(()) we construct an sheaf of ideals J in U, which is Dy (S) J in a local trivialization.
In a special case {H a torus, J maximal), the sheaf U / J is known as twisted differential
operators in the literature [BeBe],
For our present main purpose, we apply this new concept to the principal fibration
G -^ G / H of an algebraic group G by a closed sugbroup H . Let 9 = Lie G. The left G
action gives rise to an algebra homomorphism U[o} —> r{G^H,U), and so an ideal J
of U(t)) gives rise to a homomorphism U(^) -^ Y ( G / H , U / J ) . Now the kernel of the
homomorphism turns out to be the ideal I induced from J in ?7(0), up to a certain
twist (COROLLARY of PROPOSITION 2).
Our main result (THEOREM 2) gives then the precise relation between the associated
varieties of J resp. I in t) resp. g, in the case H parabolic. The behaviour of associated
varieties of ideals is analogous to that of wave front sets of representations, as studied
by BARBASCH and VOGAN [BV]. We define the characteristic variety of a coherent
^/-module A4 as a subvariety Ch(.M) in ( ^ T * X ) / H , and we prove that its image under
the momentum map contains the associated variety of the £/(0)-module ^(G'/7 : J^,A^),
assuming H parabolic. Application to M. = U / J then yields our main result. This
generalizes some of the results in [BB I] and [BB III].
We also use this opportunity to report on recent work of V. GINSBURG and
B. KOSTANT concerning shifted cotangent bundles and polarizations, and to relate it
to our present context. Finally, some applications to Dixmier sheets and to a conjecture
of GELFAND and KIRILLOV are made.
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Introduction
Our present article is the second in a series of three about differential
operators on homogeneous spaces. We note that the first and the third
have already appeared in print as [BB I] (resp. [BB III]), but that all three
may be read separately, because they are essentially logically independent,
though closely related. The relation is given not only by the common
central object, that is a systematic study of rings and sheaves of differential
operators on a homogeneous space, but also by a common motivating
problem, which is the computation of associated varieties of ideals in
enveloping algebras. In each of the three articles, we first develop some
new ideas and results for a systematic theory of differential operators
on homogeneous spaces, and then apply them to the determination of
associated varieties, as a kind of "test problem".
The theoretical effort made to develop our new methods is justified
by such applications, in view of the progress made in each part on open
questions raised in the previous literature. For detailed reviews of the
contents of parts I and III, we refer to the individual introductions in
[BB I] (resp. [BB III]). Before we now turn to a specific report on the
contents of the present part II, let us first make our general terminology
a little more precise.
By a homogeneous space V, we mean a complex algebraic variety V,
equipped with a transitive action of some linear algebraic group G. Equivalently, Y = G/H is the quotient of G by some closed subgroup H , up to
isomorphism. Moreover, we have to assume Y complete, or equivalently
H parabolic, at least for most of our major results. Our differential
operators are linear, with algebraic coefficients. They make up a sheaf
of noetherian rings on V, denoted Dy. Since we make a point, in our
whole series, of working entirely in terms of algebraic methods, we have
to refer here to the etale topology on Y. To clarify this point, we recall for
the convenience of the reader the definition of the sheaf Py, as well as its
local description, in paragraph 0.
The main purpose of this article is to develop the concept of a relative
enveloping algebra for the study of the canonical fibration G —> G / H .
In fact, we introduce this notion in chapter 1 for the more general situation
of an arbitrary H-principal fibre bundle f : X —^ V, that is a smooth
morphism of algebraic manifolds, with ^-action, such that the fibres are
free H orbits. The relative enveloping algebra of such a fibration is defined
as the sheaf of rings on Y given by

u={MVx))H.
that is we take all differential operators on the total space X which are H
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invariant, and consider the sheaf that they make up on the base space Y.
In the special case where the base Y reduces to a single point, so that
the sheaf U reduces to a single stalk, observe that we obtain the usual
definition of the enveloping algebra U(^}) of the Lie algebra 1) of H ,
namely as the ring of all differential operators on H invariant under right
translations. More generally, the sheaf U may be described as a tensor
product Py0?7(^)) whenever the fibration is trivial. In full generality,
such a description holds locally, for any local trivialization of the bundle,
but not globally. In this sense, the new concept is a proper generalization
(not only a scalar extension) of that of an enveloping algebra.
Our original purpose for introducing relative enveloping algebras was
to study induced ideals. This is a short term for annihilators of induced
modules. The process of induction attaches to each ideal J in U(^)) a
certain ideal I in the enveloping algebra of g = LieG, namely the largest
one contained in JU{Q). (Here ideal means two-sided ideal). Although this
process is so easily defined, its effect had turned out to be surprisingly
difficult to understand. We can get here some more control over this
process by means of the following more refined construction in the relative
enveloping algebra U of the fibration G —^ G/H : for each ideal J in H(tj),
we construct a certain sheaf of ideals J in Li which locally {i.e. for each
local trivialization of the bundle) coincides with Py 0 J .
In case of the fibration G —^ G / H , the left G'-action gives rise to a ring
homomorphism U(o) —> r ( G / H , U ) , since it commutes with the right H
action on G. Then a crucial result states that the kernel of the composed
homomorphism

U(Q) —> r(G/H,U) —^ r ( G / H ^ / J )
is the ideal induced by J in U(Q), up to a certain twist, see the COROLLARY
of PROPOSITION 2 for a precise statement. This result generalizes our
earlier result in [BB I, 3.6]; it provides the basis for our applications to
the study of induced ideals.
We point out here, however, that the construction on J again applies to
an arbitrary Jif-principal fibration. Let us mention the following example,
which is known from the previous literature. We first note that if H is a
torus, hence U(^)) = 5(t)) commutative, and if we take for J a maximal
ideal in U(^)), then U f J is sheaf of twisted differential operators on Y.
Then we apply the construction to the principal H fibration

X=G/(B,B)—Y=G/B,
where H is a maximal torus in a Borel subgroup B of G, to obtain the
twisted differential operators considered in [BeBe].
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In CHAPTER 2, we introduce the notion of characteristic variety of
a coherent ^/-module. This is just an obvious modification of the usual
concept of characteristic variety of a coherent P-module, that is the
support of an associated graded module, as familiar from the general
theory of P-modules. By definition, the characteristic variety Ch(M-) of
the coherent ^/-module A4 is a closed subvariety in the quotient ( T * X ) / H
of the cotangent space T*X over the bundle space X by the free -ff-action.
In PROPOSITION 3, we give a description of the characteristic variety
Ch(^//J), where J is the sheaf of ideals induced from an ideal J in ?7(t))
by the above mentioned construction. This description is in terms of the
associated variety of J, that is the zero set in ()* of the associated graded
ideal in gvUW = 5(i)), usually denoted V(gr J) = V ( U W / J ) in the
literature (see e.g. [BB I]).
Again the special case where H is commutative, and J a maximal ideal
of ?7(t)) = 5'(t)), deserves special attention as an example relating our new
concepts to the work of other authors. The associated variety of J consists
of a single point [L C ^)* in the case, and the characteristic variety o i U / J
identifies with the so-called shifted cotangent bundle T^Y of the base space
V ; in particular it carries a natural structure of a symplectic manifold.
The notion of shifted cotangent bundles was suggested independently
by V. GINSBURG [Gl, G2], and B. KOSTANT (unpublished). If the shift /i
is zero, then it coincides with the cotangent bundle T*Y in the ordinary
sense, otherwise it is only locally (i.e. with respect to a local trivialization)
isomorphic to T*y, but differs from it in general by some global twist. If
we further specialize this example to the case of a one parameter group
H , then the sections of the shifted cotangent bundle may be interpreted
as connections on our H principal fibration by a result of A. WEINSTEIN
(see PROPOSITION 5 for details).
In this context, we also communicate some results ofB. KOSTANT about
polarizations of coadjoint G-orbits in ^*, and their characteristization in
terms of shifted cotangent bundles (THEOREM 1), complemented by some
results on associated varieties in the context of CHAPTER 3 (THEOREM 3).
We are grateful to B. KOSTANT for his generous kind permission to report
on these unpublished ideas of his at the present opportunity.
In CHAPTER 3, we finally come to our main purpose which originally
motivated our concept of relative enveloping algebras, namely to establish the behaviour of associated varieties of ideals in enveloping algebras
under parabolic induction. This is achieved in our present THEOREM 2
in full generality, while our methods employed in part I (resp. Ill) give
only partial results, restricted to annihilators of finite dimensional (resp.
of highest weight) modules (cf. [BB I] (resp. [BB III])). A completely analBULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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ogous result had previously been established for the so-called wave-frontsets of representations by BARBASCH and VOGAN [BV]. The behaviour
under parabolic induction is very easy to guess, but surprisingly hard to
prove for associated varieties (cf. the comments in [BV]). Let us explain
our solution of this problem here a little more precisely.
In our previous notation, we consider the principal H fibration G —>
G / H , and we now assume H a parabolic subgroup. Let J be an ideal in
[/(()), and I the induced ideal in U(^). The claim is that the associated
variety of I is obtained from that of J as
V(gII)=Gp-lV(gtJ)

(1)

where p : 9* —>• ()* denotes restriction, and G... denotes G-saturation
(cf. THEOREM 2). As a first ingredient, we use the sheaf of ideals J in ZY,
and the description of its characteristic variety in (T*G)/H ^ G x11 ^*,
as mentioned before in this introduction, to obtain an analogue of (1) on
the level of characteristic varieties, viz.
(2)

Ch(^/J) = G x11 p^V^gv J ) .

Second, we use the canonical map TT : {T^G)/H —^ ^* (a modified moment
map, cf. [BBI]) to relate (2) to (1). In fact this map obviously maps the
right-hand sides onto each other, so it suffices to prove the same for the
left-hand sides, in order to derive (1) from (2). It actually suffices to prove
only one inclusion, namely
(3)

V(grI)C7rCh(U/J).

(This is because the other conclusion in (1) is anyway true [Bol].) Third,
we use the above mentioned fact that the induced ideal I appears as the
kernel of the canonical homomorphism of U{o) into the ring of global
sections of U / J , which gives
(4)

V(grJ) = V { U ( Q ) / I ) C V { T ( G / H ^ / J ) ) .

Hence, as a fourth and last step to complete our argument, it suffices to
know for the ^/-module M = UfJ and its ?7(g)-module of global sections
M = Y(G/H,M) that we have
(5)

V(M)C7rCh(M).

(Because (5) and (4) imply (3) and hence (1).) In fact, we establish (5)
even for an arbitrary coherent ^/-module M in our PROPOSITION 5 (special
case i = 0 there).
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At this point of our argument, the completeness of G/H (or the
parabolicity of H) is crucial, since it implies first properness of TT, and then
finite type of M. We use similar arguments in [BB III] to prove a result
related to (5), which also relates associated to characteristic varieties, see
loc. cit., THEOREM 1.9.
As a final topic in this chapter, we discuss the case of the J^-principal
fibration X = G / ( P , P ) —> G/P, where G is semisimple, P parabolic, and
H = P/(P,P) hence a torus. It seems to us that the relative enveloping
algebra U for this fibration should provide a useful setting to study the
concept of a Dixmier map, which can be (well-) defined as in [Bo 3] on
the set of (5-orbits in the Dixmier-sheet [Bo 2], [BK] attached to P. In
fact, the image of the moment map TT : ( T * X ) / X —^ g* is the closure of
this Dixmier sheet (identify 3* = 0 ) , and the map TT itself is its famous
generalized Grothendieck simultaneous resolution. Now each G-orbit in the
Dixmier sheet for P is represented by an element / polarized by p = Lie P
(in fact, this defines the Dixmier sheet), and the so-called orbit method of
Dixmier-Kirillov attaches to this orbit the ideal in U(^) induced from the
maximal ideal of U(p) given by /. It can be proven, generalizing [Bo 3],
that this process attaches a well-defined induced ideal to each orbit in
the Dixmier sheet. It is a very delicate question, answered positively in
[BJ] for G = SLn only, whether this map is also injective on the orbit
space of the fixed sheet. We suggest here to modify the orbit method
by attaching to / above the corresponding sheaf of induced ideals in U^

since the (7-orbit of / can actually be reconstructed from this sheaf, as
we show in PROPOSITION 7 and its corollaries. So our modified orbit map
becomes injective. For this purpose, we have to introduce another notion of
characteristic varieties, refering to an alternative filtration on the relative
enveloping algebra.
However, this circle of ideas has not been developed very far yet and
should be further investigated in the future. In particular, we conclude the
last chapter by stating some typical open problems arising in this context.
Remarks. — It is a pleasure to thank the Institut des Hautes-Etudes
Scientifiques (IHES) at Bure-sur-Yvette (France), and the Max-PlanckInstitut fur Mathematik (MPI) at Bonn (Germany) for their generous
hospitality and support on various occasions, which provided to a large
extent the practical basis for our cooperation. Our collaboration on
differential operators on homogeneous spaces and their application to
associated varieties of primitive ideals was started in the spring of 1981,
while one of us (W.B.) spent a sabbatical term at the IHES. The project
of publishing our results in a three part series of papers, according to
three different levels of methods, was formulated in detail during a shorter
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visit to the IHES in the fall of the same year. The contents of all three
parts were announced in our introductory remarks to [BB I], thus fixing
a numeration which later turned out to be not a chronological one. A
preliminary draft of the core of the present part two was circulated to
some experts already in 1981, and a more elaborated version of the present
article resulted from our simultaneous visits to the MPI in 1982.
However, we then first turned to our work on part three [BB III],
which seemed to us more urgent in view of certain new applications. In
fact, in the sequel, part three opened the way for our joint papers with
MACPHERSON on Nilpotent orbits, primitive ideals, and characteristic
classes. Since part two was not logically necessary for part three, nor
for these subsequent projects, it happened that we delayed finalizing
and preprinting this until 1987. We also have had in mind to further
elaborate the applications to Dixmier sheets and Dixmier's orbit method
(as sketched now at then end of chapter three), and to work on relations
to gauge theories, but in view of the by now very long delay, we finally
decided that these points may wait for another opportunity. We apologize
for the delay to all those who kept asking us for the missing part two of
our series of articles.
Finally, we are pleased to thank V. GINSBURG, B. KOSTANT, and
D. VOGAN for useful discussions and correspondence.
0. Differential operators on algebraic varieties
definitions and local expressions
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k of characteristic 0 ;
we denote by Ox the sheaf of (germs of) regular functions on X. Inside
the sheaf End^ {Ox) associated to the presheaf U \—^ £ndk{0u)^ one may,
following [BGG], consider the subsheaves ^^(m) (for m C N) defined as
follows :
(i) Px(-l) = 0 and Vx{0) = Ox C Snd^Ox);
(ii) Dx{^) is the subsheaf of £ndk(0x)^ whose local sections satisfy
[Dx(rn), Ox] C ^Dx(rn - 1), for any integer m > 0.
Then T>x = Um ^x(^) is a sheaf of algebras on X ; one has P^(m).
VxW C Vx(m + k) and [Dx{m),/Dx(k)} C Vx(m + k - 1), hence
grVx = (S)m[^)^(m)/^x(m~^} ls a commutative sheaf of rings on X. If
q : T*(X) —> X is the projection, then q^Or^x) ls isomorphic to grT>x'
By [EGA 2], the sheaf ^OT*(X) ls a coherent sheaf of rings which is even
noetherian in the sense of [KK]. Hence the same is true of V x '
In order to give the traditional description of Dx in terms of local
coordinates, we will need the following :
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PROPOSITION 0. — Vx is in a natural way a sheaf of rings on X for
the etale topology.

Proof. — First we show that T>x is a presheaf on X for the etale
topology. For i : U —>• X an etale morphism, we have a morphism
T(X^Tx) —> T{U^Tu) since any tangent vector field lifts uniquely under
an etale morphism. This defines a map r(X,P^(l)) —> T(U^'Du(^))- Now
Vx is generated by Vx (1) as a sheaf of algebras, hence it is easy to extend
the previous map to a morphism of algebras. This proves our first claim.
Now let (ia : Vac —^ X) be a covering of X in the etale topology [Gi],
[SGA 4], i.e. the ia are etale and their images cover X. We have to prove
that the sequence

o _ r(x,?x) -^ Q)r(Ua^uJ —^ Or(<7, xx u^^^u,)
a

a,f3

is exact. So let Pa G V(Ua^u^) be such that Pa and P^ restrict to the
same element Pa,(3 of T(Ua Xx ^/^A/^xx^)- ^ ls well-known that Ox
is a sheaf for the etale topology, hence the sequence

o _ r(x,0x) -^ @T(Ua,Ou^ -^ ®r(^ xx u^Ou^^u,}
a

a, (3

is exact. Therefore the commutative diagram

(^r(Ua^OuJ ——— (Br(^xx^o^xx^)
a,/?
©^

©^./^

^F(^,O^) ——— Q)r{UaXxU^Ou^.u,)
a

a,/3

defines an endomorphism of Y(X^Ox)' We may similarly construct an
endomorphism of r(V,Ov) tor any Zariski-open set of X, and these
endomorphisms are compatible. Hence we have a section P of £ndk(0x\
which maps to the section Pa of T>u^ C £ndk(0u,,)i let us check that P
is in fact a section of V x ' Let x € X, and V a neighbourhood of x which
is contained in the image of some map ia- If Pa ls a section of P^^m^),
then P| is a section of T)x{^a)^ which proves the proposition.
Now for any point x of X, there is a neighbourhood U of X and an
etale morphism [L : U —> FV1. Recall that for ( z 1 , . . . , ^ n ) linear coordinates
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on A^.PA" is a free left OA" -module with basis
9
a

9z

9^

9^

9z^

9z^1

indexed by a C (SP. Since Vu = ^V^ = Ou ^-i(c^n) ^~l(^f^TI) it
follows that T>u is a free left O^-module with basis ^ ~ l ( 9 / 9 z a ) or simply
9 / 9 z a . So any element of T(U,T>u) has a unique expression as

r f -9-

2-. ^Q^a
\a\<m

where fa G R(U). In the same situation, there is a rational morphism
T^U) -^ T^A71). The corresponding morphism ^(T^A71)) -> R(T"(U))
coincides with the graded map of ^(A 72 ) —> D(U). In fact we have even

T"(U) =u XA. r^A^).

Remark. — We refer to [EGA4] for a definition : if Ax C X x X is
the diagonal, with defining sheaf of ideals J^x 5 an^ Pi '- X x X —> X is
the first projection, the sheaf of differential operators of order < m is the
sheaf of elements of Romo^(pl^(Oxxx/J^l),C)x)' GROTHENDIECK'S
duality theory [H2] then implies the following equality
T^
y»
rrdim X /_*omax\
^X =.Pl,*-"Ax
[P^X )

where f^j^ is the sheaf of differential forms of maximal degree (i.e. of
degree dimX); in the complex-analytic context, this is used in [SKK] as
a definition of T>x1. Induced representations and the concept
of relative enveloping algebras
Our Lie algebras are finite dimensional over some algebraically closed
base field k of characteristic 0. Let Q be a Lie algebra, and (} C Q a subalgebra. Let U{o) resp. U(^)) C U(Q) denote their enveloping algebras.
Let us recall the notion of induction of modules (resp. ideals) of U(^)) to
modules (resp. ideals) of U(Q) :
If M is a (left) [7(i))-module, then Indg M := U(o} 0^) M
is called the (left) U{^)-module induced from M. If I is a (two-sided) ideal
of ?7(t))? then the largest (two-sided) ideal J contained in the left ideal
U(^)I generated by I in U(Q) is called the ideal induced from I in U(^).
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The two notions are related as follows, as is well-known (and easy to prove,
cf. [Di]).
LEMMA 1. — Let M be a U(^)) -module, and I = Ann M its annihilator. Let N be the U(Q)-module induced from M, and J = Ann N its
annihilator. Then J is the ideal induced from I in U(o).

Remark. — We recall that DIXMIER [Di], introduces the notion of
twisted induction. Let \ denote the character of () such that
\(x) = — trace ^ / ^ ad re,
Zi

for all x 6 i).

For any ?7(())-module M, the twisted induced module is given by
Ind^(M0^).
We shall meet below instead the doubly twisted induction, replacing \ by
A = 2^, which results in the ^({^-module
Indg(M ^ k^) = Indg (M 0 A^^/i))).
In the sequel, H is a linear algebraic group over k, acting on a smooth
algebraic variety X. We shall study sheaves of modules over Z^c, the sheaf
of differential operators on X (cf. parts I, III), which are equivariant under
the action of H in the following weak sense :
Let q : H x X —> X denote the action, and p : H x X —> X the
projection. Notice that both inverse image sheaves p*M and q*M are
modules over VHXX ^ ^H ^ ^x (the external tensor product, notation
[Godement]), hence over the subsheaf OH ^Vx- Then we define a weakly
H-equivariant Vx-module to be a P^-module .M, equipped with an
isomorphism
a : q^M —> p*M
of OH ISI P^-modules, such that a induces a group action of H on M
(i.e. a satisfies the appropriate cocycle condition ensuring this, cf. [Mu]).
The isomorphism a will be refered to as the (weak) equivariance datum.
The same weak notion of equivariance is used in [BBM, paragraphe 2.12],
see also [Mu] for more back ground.
In the present paper, we shall use this notion to interpret modules
over the enveloping algebra as weakly equivariant D-modules on the group,
as stated more precisely in the next lemma. We let () denote the Lie algebra
of H , which we define as the Lie algebra of right-invariant vector-fields
on H. Then the enveloping algebra ?7(b) identifies with the algebra of
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right invariant differential operators on H (as usual, cf. e.g. our part I,
section 3.3). Hence we can make any i)-module M into a Pj^-module by
the process
(*)

M—Vn^uwM,

which is known as the ^localization of M on 7F (c/. part I, [BeBe], [BK]).
The following facts may be enlightening.
LEMMA 2.
(a) The localization on H of any U(^)-module is weakly equivariant
with respect to the action of H on itself by right multiplications.
(b) The localization functor (*) establishes an equivalence of the category of all left U(^))-modules with the category of all weakly H-equivariant
quasicoherent left VH-modules.
(c) A quasi-inverse functor is given by

M—.r(H^M)11,

(**)

i.e. by taking the module of those global sections of M. which are invariant
under right translations.

It remains to exhibit the equivariance datum for the P^-module
^H ®uw ^ to which the lemma refers. For this purpose, let us first
recall the following (c/. also [BB III, 1.7]).
LEMMA 3. —

Multiplication in T>n induces an isomorphism

OH^UW-^VH
of sheaves of {OH,U(^))-bimodules.

This may be proven by filtering both sides in the usual way. Then
one gets, on the associated graded sheaves, in each degree n > 0, the
morphisms
OH^kSnW-^Sn(TH)^
where TH is the tangent sheaf of H. These are isomorphisms, namely the
standard trivializations of ^(Tjy).
Now we conclude from LEMMA 3 that
^H ^uw M^Ofi^kM
as (9^-modules. On the right hand side, () acts by
x • (f 0 m) = x(f) (g) m + / 0 (x • m),
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(where x e (), / C 0^, m e M). Now let us exhibit the equivariance
datum a,

^ : g*(^ ^(b) M) — p^(pH ^uw M),
where q : H x H —^ H denotes the action, and p^\ H x H —^ H projection
on the second factor. As O^xj^-modules, we have
P'2 (?H ®UW M) ^ OHXH ^p,\0n) P2\0n ®k M) ^ OHXH ^k M,

and similarly,
<f {^H ^uw M) ^ OHXH ^k M.
So both inverse image sheaves of VH (^uw M with respect to p^ (resp. q)
identify with the same sheaf O n x H ^ k ^ . Hence the sought-for equivariance datum a. Using LEMMA 3 once again, one easily checks that a
is both O^x^-linear and ^^[/(i)))-linear, hence OH ^ ^H -linear. This
proves LEMMA (2a), that is for each ?7(())-module M, the P^-module
M. := VH ^uw M becomes weakly Jf-equi variant.
To describe the quasi-inverse functor (2c), let us first describe the action
of H on F(H, M). By the linearity of our group H , and the equivariance
datum a, we obtain a morphism
F(H,M) -^r(HxH,q^M) -^
—— r(H x H^p^M) = T{H^OH) ^k W.M),
which, by the cocycle condition for a, gives T(H^M) the structure of a
comodule over F(H, On), hence an Jf-action (cf. [Mu]). In this comodule,
the Jif-invariants

r(^, M^ ^ r(H, OH ^M)11 ^ r(^, On)11 ^M^M
form a module over the algebra
WVH^^UW.
Hence we have reconstructed M from M, as claimed in LEMMA 2c).
To complete the proof of the lemma, we note that the functor M \—^ M.
is obviously fully-faithful, and that its essential surjectivity follows from
the fact that a quasi-coherent Tif-equivariant 0^-module C is generated
by its invariant global sections L = r(H,jC,)11.
As suggested by LEMMA 2, we shall now proceed to describe the
process of induction from () to Q in terms of P-modules. Our sheaftheoretic analogue of the induced module will be a sheaf of modules on
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the homogeneous space G / H , over a certain sheaf of algebras U on G / H ,
which we will call a relative enveloping algebra^ and which we want to
define now.
We shall introduce the notion of a relative enveloping algebra here in the
more general situation of any principal homogeneous fibration / : X —> Y
under a right action of H on X; in the applications, X will be a linear
algebraic group G, and Y = G / H its quotient by a closed subgroup
H CG.
So X and Y are smooth algebraic varieties over k, f : X —^ Y is a
smooth morphism, H acts on X on the right, the diagram

XxH

"

4"

————>

n

X

————>

X

4-

Y

commutes, and the Tif-bundle / is locally trivial for the etale topology
("isotriviale" in the terminology of J.-P. SERRE [Se 1]). For any y C Y,
there exists an etale morphism U—>Y, the image of which contains y ^
such that there exists
X x U -^ U x H,
Y

an H -invariant isomorphism, H acting on U x H by right translation on
the second factor.
Remark. — In practice, it is too strict a condition for a fibration to be
locally trivial for the Zariski-topology. Most of the constructions to follow
would also work in the context of complex analytic manifolds.
Consider the projection f^(T)x) of the sheaf T>x to Y. This is a sheaf
of algebras, on which the group H acts. Let U be the sheaf of invariants
under H in /,(Px) : U = (/*(?x))^
Definition. —

U is called a relative enveloping algebra.

Let U—>Y be an etale open set such that X Xy U—^U x H as above;
then it is easy to identify i~l(U) with T>u ^k U(^) (the tensor product of
the sheaves of algebras T>u and U(^))).
LEMMA 4. — U is a coherent sheaf of rings. Its fibers are left and
right noetherian rings.

This is easy to prove when the ^-bundle is trivialized. Hence the
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statement of the lemma is valid on each open set of an etale open covering,
hence it is true on Y (see [EGA 4, 2® partie, 2.5]).
Choose x C X, and let y = f(x). To each left ?7(())-module M, we will
associate a quasi-coherent sheaf M^ of left ^/-modules, concentrated at the
point y . First recall the sheaf of left P^-modules M = V H ^ U ^ ) ^ ' Since
H is identified with / -l (^) by the choice of x, in such a way that the right
action of H on / -l (2/) corresponds to the action of H on itself by right
translations, one may view M as a sheaf of left Pj-i (^-modules. One then
has a way of constructing a sheaf M of left P^-modules, concentrated
on / -l (^). To explain this, let Z = / ^ ( y ) , and let j : Z ^ X be
the inclusion. One may define a sheaf Vx^z of O'^Px^z^bimodules
[Kl, p. 43], [Bj]. Let ^ax (resp. ^lax) be the sheaves of differential
forms of maximal degree on X (resp. Z). Then ^ax is a sheaf of right
Pjc-modules (with w • v = —Oy(w), for w a section of f^^, v a vector
field on X, and 6y denoting Lie derivation, see [Kl] or [Bj]). Consider the
sheaf Vx ^Ox (^J^)0"1, it is a left Px-module in two different ways :
• the first module structure is just given by

P • (Q 0 w) = PQ 0 w ;
• the second one arises as follows : Vx is obviously a right T>xmodule; now for any sheaf Af of right P^-modules,
^^Ox (^rT~1 = Homo^ W^)

is a sheaf of left P^-modules, a vector field v acting on a section ^ of
^omo^^.AO by
v • <^(w) = ^p(w • v) — ip(w) ' v.

This gives the second Px-module structure on Vx ^Ox (^x) 0 " 1 .
If ( ^ 1 , . . . , ^ ) are local coordinates, (dz)®~1 the section of (Q^)^" 1 which
maps dz = dz1 A . . . A dz" to 1, then the vector field 9 / 9 z ' acts on
^x ^Ox (^x)^- 1 by ( a / 9 z ^ ) ( P ^ ( d z ^ - l ) = -(P • 9 / 9 z 1 ) 0 (dz)^-1.
Consider now j~^(px ®ox (^J^)^"1), the inverse image to Z of
^x ^Ox (^ ax ) 0-l ; the second Px-module ax
structure on Dx ^Ox
(Qi^ax^-i ^^ ^ ^ ^^ j-^Vx ^ox (^ )0-1) with a left Vzmodule structure. We still have an action of^'^P^), coming from the
first action of Vx on Vx ^Ox (n^)^" 1 ; this action commutes with the
action of Vz- Hence

vx^z=rl(^x ^ox (nrT-1) ^-^ox) W)
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is a (j^P^Pzy-bimodule.
Given a sheaf M of left P^-modules, we then define i^(M) = M =
j^(Vx^z ^Vz ^)- (Here ^ just indicates that we consider this sheaf,
concentrated on Z, as a sheaf on X with zero fibres outside Z). Let us
recall that this is an exact functor mapping (quasi)-coherent Pz-modules
to (quasi)-coherent Pjc-modules with support in Z (see [Bj, p. 234-5],
PROPOSITION 2.10.1 for exactness, 2.10.2 for coherence); BJORK considers
only the complex-analytic case, but the arguments carry over to the
algebraic case considered here, replacing open neighbourhoods by etale
neighbourhoods).
Local computation. — Let ( ^ 1 , . . . , ^ n ) be local coordinates on X such
that Z has defining ideal (z\..., ^). Then (dz^1 A . . . A ^ n ) 0 - 1 may
be viewed as a section of ^(O1^)^-1 0 (H^), hence as a section of
PX^Z. As a ^(P^-module, Vx^z is then generated by (dz^ A . . . A
dz71)^'1, the annihilator of which is the ideal of j^^x) generated by
(^ + 1 ,..., z71). The action of Q / Q z 1 (for k+ 1 < i ^ n), viewed as a vector
field on Z, on Vx^-z is given by
(P ^(dzk+l^...^dznf~l)^-(P.——)\ ^(dzk^/\...^dznf~l
iz

where P is a section of P^c, P] the corresponding section ofj'-^P^),
and P • QfQz1 is the product of two sections of V x ' Hence as a
Pz-module, Vx^-z is free with basis 9^/Oz^1 • • • Qz^ , with a, > 0 and
where \a\ = Y^Oi.
In case Z is a point, Vx^-z is isomorphic to ^(X,0x), which is
described in detail in [BB I, 1.6]. Notice also that P ^ = PX.
x ^—x

Note that in our case where Z = /~ l (2/), the sheaf Dx^-z is a
weakly I^-equivariant sheaf of (.^(Px^P^-bimodules, hence M is a
weakly ^f-equivariant sheaf of Pjc-modules, supported on / -l (^). Then
^x ''= [^(-M)]^ is a left ^/-module concentrated on the point y , which we
may identify with its fibre at y . This will be called the ^-module induced
from M (of course, depending on the choice of x C / -l (^)). We need the
following self-evident :
LEMMA 5. — Let Zi ^ Xi, Z^ ^-> X^ be closed imersions of smooth
varieties. There is a natural isomorphism
P X i X X 2 ^ Z l X Z 2 ^^Xi^-Zi 0PX2^-Z2-

Let U be an (etale) neighbourhood of y such that U x y X - ^ U x H
as always. We may then write :
•^f-^U) = ^ ^)UxH^{y}xH^M) = fDU^{y} ^k M.
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Hence, using LEMMA 2, we have
r(f-\y)^M) = Vu^{y} 0k r(f-\y)^M)

and the space of J:f-invariants in ^(f~l(y)^M) is equal to Vjj^{y} 0k M'
Here M = ^(f~l(y),A4)H via the equivalence explained in LEMMA 2.
From this we deduce :
LEMMA 6. — The functor M ^—> M^ is exact, and transforms U(^})modules of finite type to Uy -modules of finite type.

We now turn to the induction of ideals.
PROPOSITION 1. — Let M be a U(^)-module, J its annihilator. There
exists a sheaf J of two-sided ideals of U, such that for any x G X , y =
f(x), the fibre Jy is the annihilator of the Uy-module M^. Furthermore,
J is a coherent sheaf of left (and right) ideals ofU.

Proof. — One first verifies that Jy = Ann M^ is independent on
the choice of x e f~l(y)' To this aim, one may replace Y by an etale
neighbourhood of y , and then reduce to the case X ^ Y x H. Then for
h e H, one has M^ = Py^^^^M where A d ^ is the l/(())-module
obtained from M by "twisting" the action of () via Ad h. The annihilator
of M^.h is then T>Y,y ^Adh J = ^Y,y 0 J C Uy : it does not depend
on h. To prove that the collection of the J y , for y e Y, defines a sheaf J,
one may verify it on each open set of an etale covering, using the etale
descent for quasi-coherent sheaves of 0^-modules [SGA 1, Expose VIII].
One then reduces to the case X = Y x H , which is obvious from the above
description of the J y . The last statement follows also by etale descent. []
We now specialize these considerations to the situation / : X =
G —> Y = G / H , as mentioned earlier. Recall the bimodule isomorphism
OG 0k U(Q)-^VG (LEMMA 3). Projecting to G/H and taking the Hinvariants, we get
U = [MVo)]11 = [Wo) 0, U(Q)]11
= [We)]11 0, U(Q) = OG/H ^k U(Q)

as a (OG/H,U(Q))-bimodu\e. Similarly, we have the identification U =
U(Q) 0k O G / H . as (?7(0),0G/^)-bimodule.
This is a nice description of U, although it somehow hides the multiplicative structure : let us mention that for g a section of O G / H . S, ^ S?
the commutator [^g], computed in U, is a function on G / H , such that
its pullback to G is $ • (g o f). On the other hand, the description of U
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using a local trivialization of / does not lead to an easy description of the
morphism U{Q) —> U.
PROPOSITION 2. — Let M be a left U{^)-module. Then the !^f(i)module Mi is canonically isomorphic to U(^) ^uw [M 0 k\] as a U(Q)module.
Here we meet the character A = 2^ = tracer ad of t), as mentioned
at the beginning of this chapter.
Proof. — We first notice that
/i* /omax\(^) —1 ,<->.
/omax\ 1^1 /r\ /-. Amax//-r' \ r^i /n .<->, ]„
3 ("G )
^OH^H
) = ^H ®k A
UY,y) = ^H ^k K\,

where j is the inclusion of /~ l (^) into G, y = /(I), as before. Hence, for
the localization of M on H ,
M -=VH ^uw M^
we have a natural map from
M 0, ^ = T{H^H ^uw [M 0 k^f = r(H, M 0, k^
to

r(G,VG^H^HM)H =r(G,M)11 =Mi.

This map is ?7(())-linear, and so, by functoriality of induced modules,
extends uniquely to a ?7(^)-linear morphism
Indg(M 0 ^) = U(Q) (S)uw [M 0 k^ —^ Mi.
Our claim is that this map is an isomorphism. To prove this, we use a
free presentation of M 0 k\ as a ?7(())-module, and apply LEMMA 3, to
reduce to the case M 0 k\ = ?7(b), that is M = U(^)) 0 k-\. Then the
above induced module is just U(o)^ we have M. = J ^ ( J ^ ^ G ) ^ and we have
to verify that the natural map

uw—.r^H^fVG)11
is an isomorphism. But

r^*^)" = r(7f, U(Q) 0, Onf = U(Q) 0, r(^, On)11 = U(Q),
and the map in question is just the identity map on U(Q). []
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COROLLARY. — Let M be any U(^)-module, and let I = Ann M
denote its annihilator ideal in U(^). Then for any point y in G/H the
kernel of the map U{^) —^ [U/I]y is given by the annihilator of the induced
module

(*)

lnd^M:=U(g)^uw[M^k^.

Remark. —
We shall call (*) the doubly twisted induced module
of M, and its annihilator the doubly twisted induced ideal of I (cf. the
introductory remarks of this chapter).
The corollary follows from the definition of J (given in PROPOSITION 1),
and from PROPOSITION 2, in the case y = /(I). By using the Ghomogeneity of the situation, it follows for abitrary y as well.
Let us mention here also the following variant of PROPOSITION 2,
dealing with a situation which we had to study already in [BB I, see 3.11,
4.6]. Instead of the prinicipal i^-fibration f : G —^ G / H ^ we consider
in this variant the principal P/Jf-fibration / : G / P —>• G / H , where
H is another subgroup of G, which is contained in P as a normal
subgroup. Let p = Lie P. Let M be any left p/t)-module, and consider
it as a p-module with trivial action of t). Denoting x C G / P (resp.
y = f(x) e G / H ) the images of 1 C G, let us consider the ^-module
Mx as constructed in a more general situation above. Then we have
(**)

M, ^ Ind^M

as {7(g)-modules. (Here the doubly twisted induced module is the module
U(Q) 0uw [^ ^ k\}, \ = traced/pad, notation (*)). As from PROPOSITION 2, we may also conclude from its variant (**) a corollary describing the annihilator of the induced module Ind^M. Details are left to the
reader.
The reader may compare this result with loc. cit., COROLLARY 3.11,
where we were dealing with the special case that H == (P,P) is the
commutator subgroup of a parabolic subgroup P of a semisimple group G.
On this comparison, the reader will notice that we actually encountered
relative enveloping algebras in this context already in [BB I], although in
a slightly disguised form.
Let us now discuss an important class of examples of quotients of
relative enveloping algebras. For an arbitrary principal Jf-fibration / :
X —>• y, we obtain from any ideal I of U(^) a sheaf of algebras U / I
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from the relative enveloping algebra U (notation : PROPOSITION 1). Let us
consider more specifically the case of the kernel of a character, that is
I = 1^ := (ker/^)?7(i)) == Ann k^,
where fi: \} —^ k is a character of (). We observe that the sheaf of algebras
U^'^UII^
coming from a character ^, is locally isomorphic to Py. (Here "locally"
refers to the etale topology). Indeed, for i : U —> Y an etale morphism
such that X Xy U-^U x H , we have z-1^ = Vy ^k [UW/I^] ^ Vu'
For ^ = 0 for example, we note that Uo = U / I Q is in fact canonically
isomorphic to Py. To see this, first notice that the natural morphism of
sheaves of vector fields
MW11 ^Ty

extends to a natural morphism of sheaves of algebras of differential
operators
U —>VY,

which is clearly surjective. It remains to determine its kernel. By an easy
computation, locally in the etale topology, we identify the kernel with JoApplying this to the case of the fibration of a group by a subgroup,
f '. X =G ->Y = G / H , we conclude the following
COROLLARY. — The kernel of the "operator representation" U(Q) —^
VY (terminology BB I]) is the annihilator of the induced module

IndgA;o =U(Q)(S)u{\j)k^.
Comment. — This result was established in [BB I, corollary 3.6].
It was actually the desire to extend this result to induction of more general
(infinitedimensional) ()-modules, which led us to the concept of relative
enveloping algebras as developed in the present paper.
Let us return to the sheaves U^ = Ujl^, as defined above for ^ C X(\}\
where X(^)) denotes the vector space of characters of (). We note that the
set of equivalence classes of those sheaves of algebras on V, which are
locally isomorphic to Py (in the etale topology), and contain Oy as a
subalgebra, is in bijection with Jf^Vet, 0^^), the first cohomology group
of the sheaf ^y^ C Hy of closed 1-forms on the etale site Vet of V. This
observation is due to BEILINSON. Hence we obtain a map :
XW^H^Y^^)^
^ i—> class of U^.
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The composition of this map with the canonical map into ^(V^f^)
is described as follows. By replacing H with H / ( H , H ) , and X with
X / ( H ^ H ) , we may assume H commutative. In the case, we have an exact
sequence of locally free sheaves on Y
0 —— i) 0k OY —— f.W —— Ty —— 0.
To /^ e X(t)) is associated another extension of 7y by Oy, which is
classified by an element of
Ext^(Ty,Oy)=Ext^(Oy,^)=^l(^^),

since Y is smooth. This element is the image of the class of U^ in
H^Y^^y).

More generally, we may consider any finite-dimensional irreducible
Jf-module E with annihilator I = Ann^) E, and still obtain a similarly
natural description of the sheaf of algebras U / I as follows : we have
U W / I ^ End^E. Let E" denote the vector-bundle on Y determined
by E. Then U / I is naturally isomorphic to the sheaf of algebras Z)y(£^)
of differential operators on V, acting on the sections of E " .
Remark on direct and inverse images of U-modules. —
Given the
classical notion of morphisms of Jf-principal fibrations, one may develop
a formalism of direct and inverse image for sheaves of ^/-modules, entirely
analogous to the corresponding formalism of P-modules [Kl, 4.3]. For example, let us give a few indications on how to define direct images, with
respect to a morphism of jFf-principal fibrations, given by a commutative
diagram
X

—g-——

Y

—h-—> Y '

X'

We first define a sheaf Uyi^-y of (/I'^y/^y^bimodules by
Uy^y := h-^(Uy' 00,. ([WiT"') ^-i(0,/) LW]".

Then the direct image, or integration along the fibres, of a complex M*
of Uy -modules may be defined by (cf. loc. cit.)
[ M9 = Rh, [UY'^Y ^

M9

)'

Jh
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Similarly, in the duality for Uy -modules, one uses, instead of ^^ax, the
UY -module [f^fl^}11. However, since we have no use for this formalism
here, let us leave the details to the reader.
2. Characteristic varieties of ^-modules
and shifted cotangent bundles
As usual, If is a linear algebraic group, and / : X —^ Y is a It-principal
fibration. The sheaf of relative enveloping algebras, U := [/^(Vx)}11
admits a filtration given by the degrees m of differential operators as
U(m)=[f^Vx(m))]H.
It is easy to determine the associated graded sheaf
grU=Q)U(m)/U(m-l),
m>0

which is the quotient T " ( X ) / H of the cotangent bundle T*(X) by the
action of If is a vector bundle over Y ; then
gvU =P^(OT^X)/H),
where p : T " ( X ) / H —> Y denotes the structural morphism. For instance,
U{\)/U(Q) = [f^Tx]11 identifies with the subsheaf of ^(OT*(X)/^) of
functions which are linear on each fibre of p. It is easily seen that any
coherent sheaf M of ^-modules admits locally a good filtration {Mn}n<EZ,
which may be used to define the characteristic variety Ch(M) : we define
Ch(M) as the support in T^X)/H of the coherent sheaf gr(M) of
gr(^/)-modules. Of course, this is not really a new notion : /^{M) is
a coherent sheaf of Pjc-modules, and Chf^^M) is the inverse image of
characteristic variety ChM in the usual sense under the quotient map

r*(x)^r*(x)/jf.

There is a natural morphism i : T*(Y) -> T " ( X ) / H of vector bundles
on V. If M is a coherent sheaf of Py-modules, then i(ChM) is the
characteristic variety of the ^/-module M. (Recall the natural surjection
U —> VY of paragraph 1.)
We shall mainly be interested in the description of the characteristic
variety Ch(^/J), where J is the sheaf of ideals in U induced from an ideal
J in U{^ as defined in paragraph 1. It is clear that Ch(^/J) contains
r*(V) c T^X)/H (we assume J ^ (7(())). Evenmore, let T; be the
vector bundle on Y which is the cokernel of i (7^* is dual to the tangent
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bundle Tf to the fibres of /), and let q : T " ( X ) / H -^ T; be the quotient
morphism. Then Ch(U/J) is the g-inverse image of a subvariety of Tp
which we now determine.
LEMMA 7. — Let V C /i* be a subvariety invariant under the coadjoint
action of H. There exists a unique subvariety V of T^ such that, for any
etale map j : U -^ Y with U X y X-^U x H (hence j-1^ ^ U x h^\
the inverse image j~l(V) gets identified with U x V.

Proof. — Uniqueness is clear. It then must be shown that any automorphism of U x H -PL^ U, commuting with the right action of H , induces
an automorphism of T^ = U x ()* which stabilizes U x V. But such an
automorphism is of the following type
U x H 3 (x, y ) i—> (x,a(x)y),
where a: U —> H is a regular map. This induces the automorphism
(^*) ^ (^Ad*a(;r)-/i*) of U x ()*,
which fixes U x V, since V is stable under the coadjoint action of ft. Hence
the lemma.
For any ?7(())-module M, let V(M) or V\j(M) denote its associated
variety (in the sense of BERNSTEIN, cf. our part I, 4.1).
PROPOSITION 3. — For a (two-sided) ideal I ofU(^)), the characteristic variety ofU/I, considered as a sheaf of Li-modules, may be described
in terms of the associated variety ofU(^)/I, considered as a (left) U(^))module, as follows :

Ch(U/i)=q-l(V(UW/I)),
the pro-image under the quotient morphism q : T*X/H —> T^ (= Coker i)
of the variety defined in the previous lemma.

This proposition is proven by an easy local computation, which is left
to the reader.
Shifted cotangent bundles. — It seems appropriate at this point to
mention some recent work of GINSBURG [Gi] and KOSTANT (unpublished),
explaining in particular how their new notion of shifted cotangent bundles
fits into our present context. Here we assume the group H commutative,
and / : X —> Y is a principal Tf-fibration as before. Given any fi e ()*, we
consider the subvariety determined in T " ( X ) I H by the one element set
V = {/4 as q~^(V} (notation as in PROPOSITION 3).
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Definition. — This subvariety, made into a sympletic manifold by
the proposition below, is called a "shifted cotangent bundle" of Y. It is
denoted by T^Y) = q^^}).
PROPOSITION 4 (GINSBURG-KOSTANT).

a) For each fi e ()*, the variety T*(Y) carries a natural structure of
a symplectic manifold.
b) This "shifted cotangent bundle" T*(Y), considered as a scheme
over Y, and as a sympletic manifold, is locally (with respect to the etale
topology) isomorphic to T^Y, the "ordinary" cotangent bundle.
c) If the "shift" fi is zero, then the above construction reproduces the
ordinary cotangent bundle, that is TQ(Y) is naturally isomorphic to T*Y.

Remark. — In the subsequent sketch of a proof of the proposition,
we apply the so-called method of Hamiltonian reduction, which is explained more generally, and in more detail in a paper by KAZHDAN, KosTANT and STERNBERG [KKS].
Proof. — Since the natural action otH on T^X is Hamiltonian, we have
a moment map TT : T*X —>• ()* (see [BB I, 2.3] for a definition in this case,
or loc. cit., and [KOSTANT] for more general terminology). In the present
case, the moment map is smooth, since we are dealing with a principal
-H'-fibration (consider a local trivialization to see this). It follows that the
fibres of TT are smooth subvarieties of T*(X). The following result is a
consequence of [GS, Theorem 2.5] :
LEMMA 8. —

The fibre 7^~lp, is an involutive subvariety ofT^(X).

This means (by definition of "involutivity") that the tangent space
Tp7r~1^ at any point p of the fibre, is co-isotropic (it contains its orthogonal) in TpT*{X). As usual, we may assume X = Y x H, hence

r*x = r*y x m ^ r*y x H x y.
Then 7r-1^ = r*Y x X x H x {/4, so let p = (z,h^) with z C T*y,
and he H. Then
Tp7r~1^ = T^Y © T^H = T^Y © i) C 0 C T.T^Y € ( ) € ( ) * .
In this description, the orthogonal of the tangent space Tp7r~1 is 0(D i) ©0,
which is, indeed, contained in T^TT"1^), as was to be shown. This
simultaneouly shows that this orthogonal is the image of i) in Tp7r~1^
under the map () —> Tp7^~l|l coming from the I^-action on vr"1^.
Hence the mapping TT"^ —> T r ^ p ^ / H has for fibres the leaves of
the foliation defined by the kernels of uj\ _ , the restrictions of the
I -tpTT
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canonical sympletic form LJ on T*X to the tangent spaces of 7T~1^ at its
various points p e Tr"1^. This is the so-called null-foliation. It follows
now that the restriction of cj to the tangent bundle of 7r~1^ is the inverse
image of a 2-form uj' on Tr^fjL/H^ which is non-degenerate. We have
exhibited now the symplectic structure of the shifted cotangent bundle
T^(Y) ^ 7 T ~ l ^ l / H , and the additional claims of PROPOSITION 4 are now
easily seen from the description of this structure as given above. []
Affine structure on shifted cotangent bundles. —
a natural morphism

Notice that we have

T^Y)^T:(Y)-^T^(Y)

for any ^, v C I)*- This satisfies an obvious associativity law. In particular,
taking v = 0, we see that T*y = TQ (V), as a group scheme over V, acts on
the V-scheme T^(Y). Thus the shifted cotangent bundle T^V), for any
/A G t)*, becomes a principal homogeneous T*y-space. In the terminology
of GINSBURG (loc. c%t.), the scheme T^Y —f Y is endowed with an
affine structure. In more concrete terms, the fibers of the projection map
T^(Y) —>- Y have the structure of affine spaces. It is then clear that the
sheaf OT^{Y) of functions on the shifted cotangent bundle carries a natural
filtration, given by degrees of restrictions of the functions to fibers, these
restrictions being considered as polynomials. The symplectic structure
of T^(Y) defines a Poisson bracket structure on Or*(y)- I1 9 ^d h are
two germs of sections of Or^r)? which are affine on each fibre i.e. of
degree < 1, then their Poisson bracket {g, h} is also affine.
An interpretation in terms of connections. — Let us now assume the
group H one-dimensional, so its Lie algebra is () == k. In this case, the
shifted cotangent bundle T^(Y) has the following nice interpretation due
to A. WEINSTEIN, in terms of connections of the IT-principal fibration
/ : X —> Y under consideration. Let us recall that a connection on this
fibration is given by a morphism
7 : /*(7y) — Tx
of coherent sheaves on X satisfying the following two conditions (see [KN]).
To state the conditions, let 7x/y denote the subsheaf in Tx of those vector
fields on X tangent to the fibres of /, hence an exact sequence of locally
free coherent sheaves on X :
0 —— Tx/y —— Tx ^ r(Ty) —— 0.
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Then the defining conditions of a connection are :
a) 7 is -Z:f-equivariant;
b) 7 splits the above exact sequence.
Alternatively, we may describe the connection in terms of a 1-form f3
on X satisfying certain properties. To do this, we associate to 7 given as
above the morphism of coherent sheaves on X, say
f3 : Tx —> T^/y,

such that

r o f3 = Id - 7 o df.

This definition makes sense, since Id — 7 o d f has image contained in T^/y,
and f3 and 7 determine each other uniquely. We may view (3 as a 1-form
on X. In conclusion, a connection on the U-principal fibration f : X —^ Y
is the same thing as the datum of a 1-form f3 on X satisfying :
a') (3 is invariant under H\
b') f3or=Ur^.

The latter condition means that, if v denotes the canonical image of
1 e b (= k) in TX/Y C Tx (coming from the J^-action on X\ then
(3,v) =1.
Now observe that a section of the fibration Tr"^!) —>• X determines
a differential form f3 on X which satisfies b'). And f3 will satisfy a')
if and only if f3 is induced from a section of the quotient fibration
TT-^I)/^ = T^(Y) -^ Y. Hence we have proved :
PROPOSITION 5. (WEINSTEIN ). — For a one-parameter group H,
the connections on an H-principal fibration f : X —^ Y are naturally in
bijective correspondence with the sections of the shifted cotangent bundle
T^(Y) -^Y.

Interpretation of the symplectic form on T^(Y) in terms of a curvature
form. — Let us now discuss a little bit further the case H = G>m of
the multiplicative group. In this case, we may always realize our principal
fibration / : X —> Y in the following way : X is the complement of the
zero-section Y c-^ L in the total space of a line bundle L over Y, with
H = G>m acting by homotheties. Given a 1-form f3 on X satisfying a') and
b') above, we may construct a connection V on the line bundle L, that is
a morphism of sheaves
V : L —> f^ ^oy L ?

such that

V(/ 5 ) = f • V(^) + df 0 s

for f,s any local sections of Oy (resp. L).
The construction proceeds as follows. First assume s takes values in
X C L. Then define a morphism of sheaves a : 7y —)• OY by the following
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diagram
TY

ds
——————>

,_
S^S^TX

a

0

OY

===

s^Ox

as a = /3 o ds. Then V^ will be characterized by the equality
(V.s,w) = a(w) - s
for any local section w of 7y. To verify that this defines indeed a
connection V, we may as well assume that X = Y x G^ C L = Y x Ga
and that f3 = z~^dz^ where z is the coordinate on Ga; in fact, any other
f3' satisfying a') and b') belongs to /3 + J*(n^) C ^^. Considering now s
as a function on V, it is now immediate that
a(w)\

\y

where j

'y

= —— {w,ds)\ ,

s(y)

'v

means evaluation at y e Y. We conclude
(V5,w) = (w,ds),

which proves that V is in fact a connection. Now consider the curvature
of the connection V, which is defined as a 2-form on Y. By an easy
computation in local coordinates, we see that its inverse image to X
coincides whith d/3.
It follows from PROPOSITION 5 that the ^-principal fibration
X xT^(Y) —^T!(Y)

admits a connection (which is canonical). Hence there is a canonical
1-form /3 on X XyT^Y) satisfying the conditions analogous to a') and b').
Now X XY T^(Y) is obviously isomorphic to TT"^!) C T*X; in this way
f3 becomes the restriction to Tr'^l) of the cotangent 1-form 77 on T*X.
By the previous considerations, there is a natural connection on the
pull-back of the line bundle L to the shifted cotangent bundle T^(Y).
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Let R denote the curvature form of this connection. Then the pull-back
of R to X XY 27 (V) is equal to
^=d^^'

Now we recall the symplectic form uj' on T^(Y) constructed in the proof
of PROPOSITION 4, and we observe that the 2-forms R and uj' have the
same pullback d/3 to X Xy T^(Y). We conclude that the curvature R and
the symplectic form uj' on T^(Y) are equal. This observation is due to
V. GINSBURG (loc. cit.).
Shifted cotangent bundles and polarizations. — Let us now report on
some recent results ofB. KOSTANT (unpublished), relating polarizations of
linear forms on a Lie algebra to affine bundles of the type T^(Y) considered
above. Here we consider a principal Gy^-bundle X —>• Y on a homogeneous
space Y == G/M coming from an equivariant line bundle L —> Y by
removing the zero section. In more detail, let G be a linear algebraic
group over k, and M C G a closed subgroup. Then an equivariant line
bundle L on Y = G/M is given by a character p : M —> G>rn as the
associated bundle L == G ^ M k^ —>• G/M, and our principal G^-bundle
is thus described 8i,s X = G xM k^ —^ G/M. Furthermore, let m C Q
denote the Lie algebras of M C G, and dp : m —^ k the differential of the
character p.
We recall that a polarization of some linear form / € 9* is a subalgebra
() C s such that (1) / restricts to a character of (), and (2) the codimension of i) in Q equals half the dimension of the coadjoint orbit generated
by / (cf. e.g. [Di], [Ko2], [Gi] for more background).
THEOREM 1 (KOSTANT). — (i) With notations as above, the following
statements are equivalent :
a) m is a polarization of some linear form f C 0* which extends dp, e m* ;
b) the shifted cotangent bundle T^(Y) has an open G-orbit.
(ii) Moreover, if such is the case, then, for any a C k, the induced

module Ind^A;a.^ = U(^) ^u(m) ^a-rf^+A (notation paragraph 1) admits a
central character.
Proof. — Let Gf resp. Qf = LieGf denote the isotropy group (resp.
subalgebra) for / e^*. Then gf is the kernel of the (Kirillov)-alternating
bilinear form Bf defined on Q by
Bf(x,y)=f{[x^y])^
for x ^ y e g. Now consider dp -h m1- C 5*, that is the set of those linear
forms on g which restrict to dp on m, and note that this set is M-stable.
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Then property (1) of a polarization is satisfied by m automatically for any
/ G d^ji + m^, and it says that / C [m,m]- 1 , so that m is isotropic for /;
in particular we have then Qf C m C 0. But since Bf is non-degenerate
on 9/Sy, which identifies with the tangent space of the coadjoint orbit
Of ^ G/G/, we see that then property (2) of a polarization requires
that m be a maximally isotropic subspace of Q with respect to Bf,
or equivalently that
dimm/Qf = dimg/m = dimm- 1 .
But v^/Qf is the tangent space of the M-orbit Mf generated by /. Since
d^ + m1' is M-stable we have M f C d^i + m-1, and the above equation
requires that
dim M f == dim in/^y = dim d^ + m1'.
We conclude from this discussion that statement a) is equivalent to the
following :
a') M has an open orbit in d^ + m^-.

In order to see that this is equivalent to statement b), we notice that
the shifted cotangent bundle T^(Y) —> Y is a G-equivariant affine bundle
over the homogeneous G-space Y = G/M with fiber d^i + m1- at the base
point; it follows that T^(Y) ^ G x^ (d^ + m 1 -), and that this associated
bundle contains a dense G-orbit if and only if the fibre dfi + m1 contains

a dense M-orbit.
This proves the equivalence of assertions a) and b). To prove the second
part of the theorem, let us now assume that a) and hence b) hold. We
first claim the following :
LEMMA 9. —
ofU.

Every G-invariant section of U belongs to the center

Here U is the relative enveloping algebra for our G^-principal fibration
X —> Y. To prove the lemma, we proceed by induction on the degree j of
a G-invariant operator P C U, beginning with j = -1, where the claim
is empty, since U(—l) = 0. So let P C U(j) for some j > 0, and let
0 / P e U(j)/U(j — 1) denote its "principal symbol", considered as a
function on T*(X)/G^.
Since P is assumed G-invariant, P is a G-invariant function. By our
assumption b), G has a dense orbit on T^(Y). It follows then that the
same is true on T^{Y) for all scalars 0 / a E k. Hence P is constant on
each T^(Y). But the T^(Y) = TT"^ are the fibers of the moment map
TT : T"X/G>m —^ ^05 hence we conclude that P comes from a function
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on Ga- Hence P = Q equals the principal symbol of some Q 6 U{j) which
belongs to the enveloping algebra of Lie(G^) = k, which is central in U.
Now P — Q C U(j — 1) is central by induction hypothesis, hence P is
central, which proves the lemma.
To prove statement (ii) of the theorem, let us apply PROPOSITION 2 in
order to interpret the induced module
Ind^ka.dfi = U(Q) 0£/(m) ka.d^X

in terms of ^/-modules. Denoting 1 the base point of Y = G/M, and N
the one dimensional module for Lie(Gyn) = k given by multiplication with
a E k, the above induced module, in the notation of PROPOSITION 2,
is equal to A^, made into a ?7(^)-module by means of the algebrahomomorphism U(^) —^ U\. By LEMMA 9, the center Z{^) of (7(g) maps
into U^k") C U-^ where ^ stands for the Lie algebra of G^. But U^k")
acts on N^ by the character corresponding to N (resp. a), hence by scalars.
This proves that the center of U{Q) acts by scalars. Now the proof of the
theorem is complete. []
Remark 1. — Assuming statement b) in the theorem to be valid, let 0
denote the open G-orbit in T^(Y). Then the moment map
7r:T^X)/Gm——0*

maps 0 G'-equivariantly onto a coadjoint orbit 0 C 0*. This is the
orbit generated by any / as in statement a) of the theorem. We note
that the mapping 0 —> 0 is a finite covering. In fact, if / C 0 is
a pre-image of /, then Gf= Gf D M, and since Qf C m, we have
G°f C M, hence 0 = G/Gf -> G/Gf = 0 is a covering of degree
[Gf : Gf} = [Gf : {Gf H M)] < [Gf : G°f]. Note that the covering 0-^0
is an isomorphism^ if and only if Gf C M. It is easy to verify that the
inverse image of the Kostant-Kirillov symplectic form on 0 (see [Kol,
paragraph 5]) to 0 coincides with the restriction of the symplectic form
on T^(Y), as described in PROPOSITION 4. For a systematic discussion of
finite coverings of coadjoint orbits, the reader may consult the work of
KOSTANT, loc. cit.
3. Application to the description of the associated
variety of an induced ideal
In this chapter, G is a linear algebraic group with Lie algebra 0, P
is a parabolic subgroup of G, with Lie algebra p, and we consider the
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P-principal fibration f : G —> G / P as in paragraph 1. The assumption
of parabolicity on P amounts to the assumption of completeness of the
base space G / P (see [Sp] for such standard background on algebraic
groups), and some of the arguments below are heavily based on this extra
assumption.
PROPOSITION 6. — Let M be a coherent sheaf of left U-modules which
admits a global good filtration on G / P . Then :
a) The sheaf cohomology groups IP(G/P,A''(), for any integer i, are
U{g)-modules of finite type.
b) The associated (BERNSTEIN) -varieties in g* of these U(g)-modules
(terminology [BB I, 4.1]) are contained in the image of the characteristic
variety Ch(M) (as defined in paragraph 2) under the moment map
TT : (T*G)/P -^ g*. That is to say, for all i e 1,

V(H\G/P,M)) C7r(Ch(M)).
Here the assumption on M means that M is represented as a union of
coherent O^/p-submodules M{r), r € Z, such that
(i) U{m)M{r} C M(m + r), for all m, r e 1;
(ii) the associated graded sheaf gr M := ©y, M{r)/M(r — 1) is
coherent as a gr ^/-module.
Recall that grU ^ 9*0(r*G)/p, if q '• (T*G)P -^ G / P denotes the
canonical projection.
Proof. — Let us filter H^G/P.M) by the following subspaces
H\G/P,M)(r) :=lm[H\G/P,M(r)) — H \ G / P , M ) ] .
Then
gr, H\GIP, M) := H\GIP, M)(r)/H\G/P^ M)(r - 1)
is a quotient of :
H1 ( G / P , M(r)) /Imaged (G/P, M ( r - l ) ) ,
which in turn injects into
H'(G/P,gr^M)

[here gr, M := M(r)/M(r - 1)].

We conclude that, considered as modules over gr?7(g) = S(Q), the
associated graded module
gr H1 (G/P, M) = (f) gr, H1 (G/P, M)
r
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is a subquotient of
JP(G/P,gr.M).
(cf. also [BB III, lemma 1.6], for a similar kind of argument). To prove
our proposition, it therefore suffices to prove the following :
LEMMA.
a) H^G/P^grM) is a S(^)-module of finite type.
b) Its support is contained in 7rCh(M).
We may interpret gr M as the direct image ^(AQ of some coherent
sheaf Af of Ocr^/p-modules. Since the morphism q is affine, we have :
(1)

H^G/P^grM) = ^((T*G)/P,A/-).

Now since 5* is affine, we conclude by Serre's vanishing theorem that the
cohomology fP(0* ^R^^Af) vanishes in degrees j > 0, and so the Leray
spectral sequence for the sheaf J\f, and the morphism TT degenerates. This
gives the isomorphism
(2)

^((T*G)/P,^) = H°{^R^).

Now we use the completeness of G / P to conclude that TT is proper,
so that GRAUERT'S theorem applies (see [EGA, III, THEOREME 3.2.1],
or [HARTSHORNE III, THEOREM 8.8]), to give that R^^Af is a coherent
OQ* -module. Hence H°(Q*, R^7^^A^) is of finite type. Now equations (2)
and (1) above imply a).
To prove b), consider any polynomial function on g*, say F G ^(s),
whose pull-back to ( T " G ) / P vanishes on the characteristic variety
Ch(M). Then by the definition of Ch(M), there is a covering (Ua)a OI
G / P by Zariski open sets Ua, and there are integers Sa > 0, such that
F5" annihilates gr M on Ua- By the quasi-compactness of G/P, we may
assume this covering to be finite, so there exists an integer s > 0 such that
F6 annihilates gr M, and hence all its cohomology groups H^G/P^gr M).
Hence the function F vanishes on the support of H^G/P^grM). This
proves b) of the lemma. Q
By the associated variety of an ideal I in U(Q), we mean the zero set in
9* of its associated graded ideal g r J c S(Q) with respect to the canonical
filtration of ?7(g), notation : V(gr I ) = V ( U { Q ) / I ) (as in [BBI, 4.2]).
We are now ready to prove our main result, on the behaviour of associated
varieties under "parabolic induction" :
THEOREM 2. — Let I be any (two-sided) ideal of U(p), and let J
be the ideal induced from I in U(Q). Then the associated variety of J is
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obtained from that of I by taking the G-saturation of the inverse image
with respect to the restriction map p : ^* —> p*, that is to say :
V(gvJ)=Gp-lV(gII).

Remark. —
The same statement is — equivalently — true for
"twisted" or "doubly twisted" induction. In fact, we have for any
?7(p)-module M :
V(grAnnM) = V(grAnnM(g) k^},
even for an arbitrary character p, of p, as is very easy to see.
Proof. — It is clear that V(grJ) contains p~lV(gTI), and that it must
be stable under the coadjoint action of G, since J is a two-sided ideal.
Hence the inclusion
V^gv^^Gp-^gvI)

is easy (same arguments as used already in [Bol, 2.3]). So the point is to
prove the opposite inclusion. We prove instead :
^(grJ^CC^-^grJ),

for J ' the "doubly twisted" induced ideal. (By the previous remark, the
"twist" does not matter for establishing the theorem.)
As explained in paragraph 1, the ideal I defines a sheaf of ideals I
(notation paragraph 1) in the relative enveloping algebra^/ of the fibration
G -^ G / P . Notice that Ufl admits a globally defined good filtration,
given by the images of the U{m), m C N (notation paragraph 2). So
by PROPOSITION 6, its ring of global sections r ( G / P , U / I ) is of finite
type as a left module over ?7(^), and its associated variety is contained
•m7rCh(U/i).
On the other hand, we know that this ?7(^)-module contains U ( Q ) / J f
as a submodule (see PROPOSITION 2 and its corollary). So we have shown
that
V(grJ') C7rCh(^/J).

Now we make use of the description of the characteristic variety C h ( U / I )
given in PROPOSITION 3 and LEMMA 7. Using the associated fibre bundle
descriptions of

r*r = T*(G/P) = G x p (^/p)* = G x p p^,
(T^/T^Gx^*, and T ^ P ^ C x ? ? * ,
we obtain
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Ch(^/J) =Gxp p ^ V ^ W / I ) .
Since TT : (T*X)/P -^ g* is given by "collapsing" the vector-bundle
G x 73 0*, we finally conclude that
V(grJ') C TrCUU/i) = Gp-^grJ),
which is what we wanted to prove. []
Remarks.

1) Our result above on the behaviour of associated varieties under
induction from a parabolic subalgebra (THEOREM 2) is analogous to a
result of BARBASCH and VOGAN on the behaviour of wave front sets of
representations under parabolic induction [BV].
2) We do not know about possible extensions of this result to the
case of a nonparabolic subgroup P.
3) The special case of parabolic induction from a finite-dimensional
representation is particularly important, since it suffices for most of the
applications. For this special case of THEOREM 2, we have given a proof in
more elementary terms in [BB I] (see THEOREM 4.6 and COROLLARY 4.7).
Note that in this previous proof, we used the algebra of those differential
operators on G / ( P , P ) which are invariant under the right action of
P/(P,P), hence we were in effect using already there a special case of
the method fully developed in the present paper. Later in this chapter,
we shall return to this situation from [BB], loc. cit., and discuss it a little
bit further in the new light of our present methods.
A related result of KOSTANT. — Let us mention here without proof
an unpublished result of B. KOSTANT (c/. also [Ko2] in this context),
which bears some resemblance to our results here, and which he kindly
communicated to us in a letter in 1981, shortly after we had established
THEOREM 2. We use the same notation as in THEOREM 1 (on the
shifted cotangent bundle characterization of polarizations). In particular,
a character of p. of the closed subgroup M C G is given, and its
differential dp. C m* is extended to a linear form / G ^ * ; the moment map
TT : T*y —^ ^* refers to the homogeneous space Y = G/M. Assumption a)
of the theorem below coincides with a) of THEOREM 1.
TEOREM 3 (KOSTANT ). — Assume that :
a)
b)
nected,
c)

m is a polarization of f,
the coadjoint orbit 0 = Gf is closed, with centralizer Gf conand
dim0=dim7r(r*y).
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Consider the annihilator ideal I = Ann U{Q) ^u(m) ^ad/^+A m U(Q),
and compare this to the ideal J in S(Q) = 0{^) of all functions vanishing
on 0. Then, with respect to the canonical filtrations on U{^) resp. S(^),
we have :
(1) grJ is prime if and only ifgrJ is prime;
(2) if(l) holds, then grJ= grj, and the associated variety of I is the
closure of the image of the momentum map : V(grJ) = ^(T^Y).

Basic filtration of relative enveloping algebras. — Let us return once
more to the case of a principal J:f-fibration / : X —»• Y with respect
to a commutative algebraic group H, as considered in paragraph 2.
As a complement to the theory of the relative enveloping algebra U
as developed so far, we want to suggest now an alternative concept of
"characteristic variety", which refers to the following new nitration of U
by subsheaves (^bas(^))mGZ- Roughly speaking, U\^^{m) is the subsheaf
of U made of those differential operators on X invariant under H, which
have locally order at most m in the base-direction. More precisely, the
definition is given by part a) of the next lemma.
LEMMA 10.
a) There exists a unique filtration (^/bas(^))mez of U such that for
any etale map U—>Y with U X y X ^ U x H we have
i"(Ubas(m)) =Vu(m)^kUW.
b) The associated graded sheaf with respect to this filtration,
^bas^ '•= 0 ^bas(^) /^bas(m - 1)

mez
is a coherent sheaf of commutative rings on Y, with ncetherian stalks.
Proof.

a) To establish the existence of this nitration, it suffices to show that
an automorphism a of U x H of the form a : (re, h) i—^ (re, a(x)h) preserves
the right-hand side of (*), for all degrees m > 1. It actually suffices to
consider the case m = 1, because T>u(m) 0^ U{^]) is generated on U by the
product of m copies of P^(l) 0^ (7(1)). Now P£/(I) 0^ U(\}) is generated
by ?7(()) and by Tu ®k U(\}) as an O^-module, and a preserves ?7(i)),
and maps a vector field on U into an element of Tu © (0 0/c ())• Hence a
preserves 2^/(1) 0^ U(^).
b) The claim is clear locally, i.e. over U for any etale map i \U —>Y
as in a). Then the same holds already on Y by etale descent theory. \\
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Alternative description of gr^U. Recalling the exact sequence of
vector bundles on Y :

let us now also define a basic filtration of the sheaf
T := q ^ 0 ^ ^ x ) / H
by the subsheaves J^bas^) which consist of those germs of functions,
which restrict to polynomials of degree < m on each plane parallel to
(r*V^ in the fibre q-^y) for any y e Y.
LEMMA 1 1 . —

There is a canonical isomorphism

CTbas^ ^ gibasg*0(r*x)/jz.
Here the right-hand side is the associated graded sheaf
g^bas ^ •'= ® ^bas(^)/^bas(m - 1)
mGZ

in the above notation.
Proof. — Let us define a map Z4as(l) -^ ^bas(l) as follows : A local
section s of^bas(l) may be written as
s = v (^ A + w 0 B

where A,B C ?7(i)), and v (resp. w) are local sections of Oy (resp.
/*(^x)^). Our map is defined by sending
S I——^ J3(7i(w),

where o-i(w) denotes the ordinary principal symbol of w, considered as a
function on (r*X)/ff, and B € ?7(t)) = 5(()) is viewed as a function on
Tp pulled back to ( T ^ X ) I H . By taking products, this definition extends
to define maps U^as (rn) -^ F^as (rn) in all degrees m > 1, or a filtered map
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U —> f. Hence we obtain an associated graded map gr^g U -^ gr^as ^ '
The verification that this is an isomorphism may be done locally for the
etale topology, and then it presents no difficulty. []
Comment. — We notice that the "basic filtration" of Q^OT^X/H does
not come from any natural grading, because one can note define the notion
of "homogeneous functions" on an affine space without making a choice
of an origin. The geometrical meaning of the "basic filtration" is further
clarified by the following lemma.
LEMMA 12. —

Let q' denote the canonical projection map
q : (r*Y) x T; —> Y.

Then we have canonically
^bas Q ^ ^ { T ^ X ) / H ^ 9 * 0 ( T * y ) x y T ^ -

Proof. — Obviously, a local trivialization of / gives rise to such
a natural isomorphism. Since this isomorphism is easily seen to be
independent of the choice of a trivialization, the lemma follows. []
Modified notion of characteristic variety. — Based on the notion of
basic nitrations introduced above, we may now define for a coherent sheaf
M of left ^/-modules a new notion of characteristic variety Chbas(^0This is, by definition, the support of the associated graded gr^g ^/-modules
obtained from M by using locally a "basic" good filtration of M. In view
of the canonical identifications made by LEMMAS 10 and 11, this defines
a subvariety

Chbas(.M)c(r*y)xT;.
This definition is not particularly useful in itself. However, we may use
it — under a certain assumption — to define yet another notion of
characteristic variety, which is contained in ( T * X ) / H , and which is no
longer necessarily homogeneous. We first state the extra assumption, and
then the new definition.
Assumption. — The characteristic variety Chbas(-^)
fibres of the projection map p^ : T*Y Xy T? —> Tp that is
(*)

Chbas(^l) = P2'P2 Chbas(M).

Definition. —

If (*) holds, then we define
Chst^^r^Cl^A^
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where t is the projection map {T^X)/H —> T? = t)* x Y. We note that
the two varieties Chsti^-^O and Chbas(-^) have the same dimension.
This definition applies for instance to the study of induced ideals as
follows : Let J be an ideal in U{^) = 5'(b)? and let J denote the sheaf of
"induced" ideals in U as considered in PARAGRAPH 1 and 2.
LEMMA 13. — The module M = U/ J satisfies (*), so Chstr(U/J) is
defined. Moreover, it is described by the support Supp(S(h)/J) C b* as
ChstrWJ) = t-^S^SW/J) x Y).

The case of parabolic induction and relation to Dixmier sheets. — We
shall illustrate and clarify now the purpose of our new notion of characteristic variety by specializing the previous discussion to the study of
parabolic induction as begun in [BB I, 4.6 ff.]. So let P be a parabolic subgroup of a semisimple group G. Now we take X = Gy(P,P), Y = G / P ^
and f : X —^ Y the canonical fibration; this is an A-principal fibration with respect to the commutative group A = P/(P,P), a torus.
Let us describe the quotient map T^X —>• (T*X)/A and the moment
map TT : (T*X)A —> 9* for this case more explicitly. For convenience,
we may identify ^* with Q by the Killing form, and we let p = Lie P,
a = Lie A, etc. the Lie algebras as usual. We note that the orthogonal
in 5* = Q if the commutator [p,p] = Lie (P,P) is equal to the solvable
radical tp of p. Then the canonical maps T^X —> (T^X)/A-n-^Q* have
the following description in terms of associated fibre bundles :

r*

^(^[p,?^

= Gx^vp

(T*X)/A

=

P ^ ^1-L
Gx^p,?]

Gx^p

r

^

^[p.p]^

Gtp

(The bottom right arrow is known as a case of "collapsing" a vectorbundle, or in this particular case it is also known as a "generalized
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Grothendieck simultaneous resolution" ; this situation has been extensively studied in various contexts by many authors; for more back ground,
we refer to [BK], [Bo2], [BM], [BB I, 4.6], [Sl].) In particular, the image
of the moment map TT identifies with
Im TT = Gtp = 6'p,
the closure of the so-called Dixmier sheet Sp C 0 attached to the parabolic
subgroup P (see [BK]).
Let p : p* —> p* denote the restriction map, as in THEOREM 2. Note that
its kernel p-1 identifies with the nilradical rip of p under the Killing form
identification ^* = Q. Let p = n p + 5 p be the Levi decomposition, and rip
the complement of p in Q which is stable for the reductive subalgebra 5p,
so that p~ := 5p + n? is the parabolic subalgebra "opposite" to p. Then
we may identify p : 9* —> p* with the projection map of Q = rip © p~
onto p~. We further observe that the center of the Levi subalgebra 5p,
which equals Sp H tp, maps isomorphically onto a = p/[p,p] (^ a* by
Killing form); by transposition, we get a linear map of a* into ^* == 3,
[i »—>• o^), where o^) is /2 on a, and 0 on the complement [p, p] + rip of
a. With this notation, we shall have for any [L € a*(c p*) :
p~1^) =a(/^)+np.

Now let 1^ := Annmp) k^ denote the annihilator of the one-dimensional
p-module of weight [L C a*, and let 1^ denote the sheaf of "induced" ideals
in U, as introduced in PARAGRAPH 1. Let us first note that the "ordinary"
characteristic variety Ch(^//J^) is not of much interest to us, because it
is independent of /^. In fact, it is determined by the associated variety
of 1^ (by PROPOSITION 3), and this is always the zero point only. More
precisely, PROPOSITION 3 gives that :
Ch(^/4) =Gxp p-^O) =Gxp np,
which is a vector-bundle (isomorphic to T*Y) independent of /^.
Next, let us determine the "new" characteristic variety for this case;
from the previous discussion, we conclude :
PROPOSITION 7. — G/istr(^/4) == GXPP~1{^JL) = Gx^a^+n?) c
GxP^p.
This is an affine bundle depending on /^, and not a vector-bundle unless
^ = 0. Not only does this characteristic variety depend on /^, but even its
image under the moment map does, for we have :
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COROLLARY. — 7r(Chstr(^/4)) = G(a^)+np), i.e. the image under
the moment map equals the G-saturation of a(fi) + rip.
Now let us recall a few facts from the theory of sheets [Bo2] (see also
[BK], [BJ]) :
(1) For each ^ c a*, the above G-stable subset G{a(^} + rip) is the
closure of a single C?-orbit, denoted G(a(p.)-}-npYeg (notation of loc. cit.).
(2) These G-orbits have all dimension equal to 2 dim G / P = 2 dim np.
(3) The union of these orbits, for all ^ c a*, is a maximal irreducible
G-stable subset of Q containing only orbits of this dimension.
(4) This union is the Dixmier sheet
Sp= \J G{a^)+npYeg=G^g.
/AGO*

(5) The map ^ i-> G(a(p.) + np)^ induces a bijective correspondence
a-IWp -^ S p / G
between the set of (7-orbits in the sheet 5p, and the set of TVp-orbits in
a*, where Wp is the normalizer of a in the Weyl group (see loc. cit.). The
last statement is one version of the "parametrization theorem" for the
orbits in a sheet, as proved in [Bo 2, 5.6].
COROLLARY. —
The moment map TT : (T*X)/A -^ ^ maps
Chstr(U/I^) onto the closure of the orbit in the Dixmier sheet Sp determined by the parameter ^ {according to the parametrization theorem 5)).

In conclusion, we obtain the remarkable fact that the orbit determined
by fi in the Dixmier sheet Sp is intrinsically attached to the sheaf of ideals
Ip, in U.
Some complementary remarks and open questions. — The basic nitration oiU, as denned before LEMMA 11, induces an interesting filtration
on the ring R := U(Q)/Annlnd^^(ko) (the quotient of U(Q) considered
already in [BBI, theorem 4.6]), which is in general not the one induced
from the natural filtration of U(Q).
PROBLEM 1. — What is the "associated variety" o/'^gVAnnInd^
with respect to this non-standard filtration of R?
We conjecture that this associated variety shoud be again that closure
of the orbit determined by [L in the Dixmier sheet S p .
PROBLEM 2. — Work out the precise relation between the primitive
ideals of the ring R above, and those ofY(G/P,U).
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We expect that this relation would essentially amount to a Galois
theory of central ring extensions, provided that one has solved the
following :
PROBLEM 3. —

7.9 r(GyP,ZY) equal to the central extension R 0z(g)

S(a)?
This has been proved — up to a central localization — by GELFAND
and KIRILLOV for the special case where P = B is a Borel subgroup [GK,
Corollary 12.1].
In this case, a = t) is a Cartan subalgebra, the central extension refers
to the Harish-Chandra isomorphism of the center Z(^) of U(Q) onto the
Weyl group invariants ^(a)^, and the Galois group of this extension is
the Weyl group W.
We prove the following result for P = -B, conjectured in [GK, remark 10.4].
PROPOSITION 8. — The ring of global sections Y(G/B,L() is equal to
the central extension U{Q) 0z(g) S'(()).

Proof. — Both U(Q) and S(^)) have natural filtrations by order; these
filtrations have the same restriction to Z(s), as follows by a careful
examination of Harish-Chandra's isomorphism uj : Z(Q)——^S(^)W used
for identification. Now the left action of C?, and the right action of
H = B / ( B ^ B ) on G / B provide us with natural ring homomorphisms
U(Q) -> T(G/B,U) resp. 5'(()) = UW -^ Y(G/B,U) (the "operator
representations" in the terminology of [BB I]) which respect filtrations.
These two homomorphisms coincide on Z(^) = ^(i)) 1 ^, as can be seen
from the following characterization of Harish-Chandra's isomorphism LJ :.
^P)-PenBU(Q) f o r a l l P e Z ( 5 ) .
Since furthermore the left (5-action commutes with the right H -action,
we get a morphism
^ : U(g) 0z(,) SW — r(G/B^)
of filtered rings. In order to prove that ip is an isomorphism, it is therefore
enough to prove that the associated graded homomorphism gr'0 is an
isomorphism, where

gr^ : S(Q) ^sw^ SW —— 0 ( ( T " X ) / H ) = 0(T^X)11
(recall that X = G / ( B , B ) ) coincides with the ring homomorphism given
by the canonical map

^: (rx)/H —. s* ^/w
x r.
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This latter map ^ is the composition of the moment map of the G x H
action on X, and the projection map g* x t)* —^ g* x^/^y ()*. Now it
is easily seen that the map (^ is proper and birational. It follows that
0 ( ( T ^ X ) / H ) is an integral extension of S(^) ^s^^ ^W^ an^ ^* == gr'0
induces an isomorphism of the fields of fractions. Therefore the following
lemma implies that (^* must be an isomorphism and hence completes the
proof of PROPOSITION 3. []
LEMMA 14. — The variety ^* x ^ / w V <ts normal.
To prove this, we use the normality criterion of SERRE [Se2]. Observe
that g * x ^ / w b* ls finite over 5*, hence affine. Its singular locus has
codimension > 2, since this singular locus is contained in the inverse
image of the singular locus of the discriminant of ()* —> h* / W . Since
0(i}*) = SW is free over 0(^/W) = SWW by Chevalley's theorem,
it follows that 0(^* x ^ / w b*) ls fr66 ^ a module over 0(^*) = 5'(^),
hence is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Now Serre's criterion applies and gives
the Lemma.
Remark. — This proof will fail for a general G / P , since the corresponding variety Sp x ^ / ^ y ^ a* will in general not be normal.
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